Wipro Energy Trading and Risk
Management (ETRM) services
Value maximization through best in class talent,
practices and client partnership

Commodity trading firms have experienced
significant changes in the recent years. Business
drivers such as new energy sources, extended
regulatory and compliance measures, geo political
situations, operational efficiency and
optimizations, trading opportunities and ever
improving technology advancement are some of
the important factors making the ETRM industry
very dynamic. With the changing industry

scenario, clients in the industry are using ETRM
systems to help them tackle regulatory
compliance, reduce risk coverage and speed up
trading activities.
Wipro’s vision is to earn our clients’ trust and
maximize value of their businesses by providing
solutions that integrate deep industry insights,
leading technologies and best in class execution.

Wipro’s ETRM strategy
Drive the ‘future’ (change)

Modernize the ‘core’ (run)
• Cost optimization through
hyper automation

• Digital transformation

• Simplify legacy systems;
reduce overhead

• Domain and technology
innovation ecosystem

• Drive scalability and
performance improvement

• Invest in future tech – Automation,
BlockChain, IoT, Cloud migration,
open stack, and people

• Drive non – linearity

• Integrated IT and ops solutions
• Partnership model, joint
ownership

Service offerings
Wipro has been serving clients in the ETRM
industry since 2007. Wipro’s dedicated ETRM
practice is spread across the globe helping clients
in business and their digital transformation
journey. Wipro enables businesses in green field
implementation or bringing legacy system to the

Roadmap
development

Vendor
selection

latest ETRM landscape. Wipro also provides
business sustainable support services and digital
solutions. Wipro’s expertise includes several
engagements to provide end to end solutions
across all asset classes for a variety of clients
across the globe.
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Figure 1: Portfolio of ETRM offerings

Wipro offers a complete range of efficient and
cost-effective services in all the areas of ETRM
industry ranging from consulting & advisory,
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business transformation, IT services, managed
services, digital solution, etc. across every facet
of the ETRM industry.

Wipro ETRM solution framework
RPA

Blockchain

Cloud

65+ Client initiatives

50+ Client initiatives

900+ Client initiatives

2300+ Bots deployed

80+ Use cases

12 Global delivery
centers

3500+ FTE reduction

150+ Advisory staff

2000 AWS & Azure
specialists

700+ Trained
consultants

800+ Tech specialists

22,000+ Cloud
specialists

Analytics

Next Gen

2400+ Engagements

Worlds largest community
of 1M+ designers, developers
and data scientist

100+ Solutions/Apps

500 people in Strategic
design, UX, IxD and product
innovation globally

10 Strategic partners
15,000+ Tech
professionals

The connected future
holds infinite possibilities
And it is here

+
Client and
industry
context

Partnership model
with client

Full alignment with client’s
strategic objectives

ETRM
package
capability

Strong partnership with
ETRM package vendors

Domain
expertise

10+ Years of ETRM
Center of Excellence (CoE)

Multi-year expertise of
all major ETRM packages

20+ ETRM
clients globally

Value driven long
term relationship

Understanding of ETRM
business & value drivers

Strong team of package consultants
carrying techno-functional experience

Leader in digital solutions
for energy clients

50+ ETRM
engagements

Wipro’s ETRM team is recognized
by many rating agencies

Figure 2: Wipro ETRM solution framework
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Energy & commodities: Services offered

Delivery

Commodities
• Power

• Ethanol/biodiesel • Weather

Design

Configuration

• Gas

• Coal

• FX

• Business

• Master data

• NGLs / LNG

• Freight

• Agri

• Technical

• Ref data

• Crude

• Emissions

• Softs

• Refined products • Renewables

Consulting
• Business transformation

• Metals

Digital transformation
to core
• SpotFire

• Target operating model

• Tableu

• Process analysis &
modeling

• Click view
• Cloud

• IT governance &
compliance

• Mobility

• Package evaluation/
implementation/
support
• Change Enablement

• Package

• Transaction

• BlockChain
• Ethereum
• Hyperledger

• Interfaces

Data migration

Testing

• Business

• Functional

• Technical

• Business
• Build and
deploy

• Analytics & Visualization

• IT Strategy & assessment

Custom
development

• Cutover

Services
• QA
• EOD services
• Infrastructure
• Training
• Package upgrade

• RPA within the trade life cycle

Packages
• OL Endur

• Aspect

• OL RightAngle

• Amphora

• Allegro

• FIS Aligne

• Triple Point

• Enuit –
Entrade

• Eka

• BluePrism
• Automation anywhere
• UI Path
• Trader’s digi assistant
• Algorithm trading
• Trade insights & analytics
• Calculating KRI’s instantly

• Entero

Intergration & peripherals
• Market risk
• Credit risk
• Pricing
• Accounting –
SAP, GP

• Exchange
integration
• Logistics
• Trading data
foundation

• MDM
• Derivation
recon &
margin
management

Figure 3: Services offered in energy and commodities
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Support
• Business process support
• L1 – Support desk
• L2 – Business support
• L3 – Application support

Wipro-360° partnership
Wipro has long term and strong partnerships with
package vendors, technology leaders and industry
consortium in order to stay ahead in the market.

Wipro’s 360-degree partnership model is a
win-win proposition for our clients and partners
with its well defined benefits.

Tools &
accelerators
Digital transformation
(RPA, Blockchain,
Machine learning)

Co-develop product
roadmap

Wipro

Integrated hosting,
software & services

Analytics

360º
Partnership

Performance
benchmarking

Joint go
to market
People &
training

Client benefits
Better vendor management

Faster implementation cycles

Flexible to changing
business requirements

Streamlined training
methodology

Rapid resourcing capability

Figure 4: 360º partnership for well defined benefits
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Long term partnership with
package vendors, technology
leaders and industry
consortium to stay ahead in
the market
Success stories
Category: IT transformation
Client background

Client challenges

Solution offered

The largest energy
retailer (electricity and
gas) in Northern Ireland
market

The drivers for
transformation were
market reforms and
aged legacy business /
IT processes

Wipro enabled an end to end greenfield
implementation of a full route to market
program of Openlink Endur V15 to meet the
regulatory requirements of the client

A major UK based utility
company based

Client needed a bespoke
application to manage
physical notifications, bid
offer data submissions,
ramping calculations

Acted as solution partner in the ISEM
program. Wipro developed and enhanced
existing systems for power operations.
Wipro also developed interface to and
from ABB’s nMarket system which is used
for market communications with the
central systems

Client background

Client challenges

Solution offered

European utility with a
global commodity
trading business based
in Germany

Client was looking to
partner with a third party
supplier to provide
application support
across its trading BU for
its trading applications

Wipro provided 2nd and 3rd line support
for each of their instances of OpenLink
Endur, application support for various
applications and systems

British multinational
bank and financial
services company
headquartered in
London

Client needed to
enhance the EOD
performance and had
requirements of
implementation of new
feeds to downstream
systems

Designed and implemented EOD
optimization using standard practices.

Category: Managed services
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Supporting and enhancing Endur ,
RightAngle and 2 other peripheral
systems across London, Singapore, US
and India

Category: Digital transformation
Client background

Client challenges

Solution offered

LNG partner of major
European utility
company

Ability to monitor LNG
stations, manage their
refill demand by choosing
from available LNG sellers
and arranging the
transport

Wipro provided blockchain based single
digital platform for the sale and purchase
of LNG across different stakeholders.
This was a unique solution in itself.

The Energy Web
Foundation (EWF)
consortium – one of the
largest blockchain
consortiums with over
50 members
specifically designed
for the needs of power
industry

Wipro has been engaged
with a company from the
EFW consortium to build
a bid/matching algorithm
on the EWF Tobalaba
blockchain network

Wipro has successfully implemented 2
proof-of-concepts to apply blockchain
technology to physical trading. Recently,
we won one of the largest energy trading
blockchain hackathons beating 57 other
companies

Wipro’s industry recognitions
Wipro has been recognized in various fields across the globe by esteemed agencies.
Leader – Application
Testing 2015, 2016 & 2017

Leader – Managed
Services 2018

Winner - Energy
Operations 2017

Gartner

Gartner

isg

Clients particularly appreciate
Wipro’s broad portfolio of testing
offerings, its vision and thought
leadership for the testing
services market, its ability to
deliver on time, and its use of a
global delivery model.

“Client references praise Wipro
for seamless and well-planned
transitions that were completed
on time, as promised.”

“Wipro has implemented CI/CD
deployment pipelines for several of
its large clients & also set up
complex cloud architectures using
its Boundaryless Datacenter
Services framework”

Leader for RPA &
AI - 2017

Winner - Energy
Operations 2017

Leader - Automation in App
Dev/Test - 2017

NelsonHall

ETHISPHERE

Everest Group

“Wipro's strength is it's
extensive proprietary RPA and AI
solutions portfolio, especially
with HOLMES for AI”

“Wipro outperform their peers
when it comes to promoting
ethical business standards and
practices both internally and
externally”

“Wipro provides an integrated
automation solution covering all
aspects of application services
such as coding, requirements
management, testing and project
management”

Winner - 'Elevate Texas'
Award

Winner's Circle – Blockchain
Services 2017

4.4 out of 5 for Data and
Analytics Service

TEXAS

HfS Research

Gartner peerinsights

“Wipro is truly a global leader in
the IT services industry and a
major force in economic
development in the State of Texas”

Wipro has developed robust scale
of 800+ blockchain-proficient
resources. It has created
blockchain academy that looks
into internal and external training
& certification.

“Wipro offshore support staff has
been very effective and efficient in
getting to know the customer needs
and meeting SLA”
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Wipro Limited
Doddakannelli, Sarjapur Road,
Bangalore-560 035,
India
Tel: +91 (80) 2844 0011
Fax: +91 (80) 2844 0256
wipro.com
Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT,
BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is
a leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment
to sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we
have over 160,000 dedicated
employees serving clients
across six continents.
Together, we discover ideas
and connect the dots to
build a better and a bold
new future.

For more information,
please write to us at
info@wipro.com
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